Meeting held at Northam on Monday, 6 May 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 1.00pm
Stewards: Ms E Alessandrino, Mr C Kerr, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 1 JUNK YARD SWITCH (26.5kgs), Race 5 RAPPA FLASH (33.4kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 2 SISTER WIN (6/5), Race 5 SURF TORQUE (6/5), Race 6 ZARAZZ (3/5), Race 8 SLICK AZZ EL (6/5),
Race 10 ACE CRUISING (6/5)
Illness: Race 2 WAGTAIL MAUDE (6/5), Race 3 WAGTAIL MAVIS (6/5)
Ineligible: Race 7 SIMPLY GIFTED (2/5)
Transferred: Race 1 WINLOCK SAL (3/5)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R52(1) - Race 2 MICAL GIRL x 1 Solo
R71 - Race 7 CASTIEL’S MAGIC x 1 Field
R71 - Race 11 GALINA REZNIKOV x 1 Solo

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 3 MAQUE, Race 4 HE’S DECISION, Race 5 RAPPA FLASH, Race 7 MAXIMUM MAGIC,
Race 8 MAGIC BRANDI

Race 1 - Novice/Country/297 - Novice - 1:39 PM
(297M): FLYING GABBIE began quickly. RED ELECTRICAL began slowly. HEZA HARLEY & FLYING GABBIE collided soon after the start, FLYING GABBIE lost ground. RED ELECTRICAL & JUNK YARD SWITCH collided on the first turn.

Race 2 - Maiden/Country/509 - Maiden - 1:57 PM
(509M): HARKLE & LOVED UP MOMENT began quickly. RYDER'S GOGO began slowly. MICAL GIRL turned in the boxes prior to the start and has been stood down for a solo satisfactory trial. LOVED UP MOMENT & WORKED UP MOMENT collided soon after the start. WORKED UP MOMENT checked off the heels of LOVED UP MOMENT in the home straight.

MICAL GIRL was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 3 - Grade 5/Country/297 - Grade 5 - 2:14 PM
(297M): MAQUE began quickly. LINGARD began slowly. APPLIED, TRIPLE CROWN BLU & JUST HER BEST collided soon after the start. TRIPLE CROWN BLU & JUST HER BEST collided on the first turn. APPLIED checked off the heels of TRIPLE CROWN BLU on the first turn. LINGARD checked off the heels of APPLIED on the first turn. WEST ON REGGIE & SMARTY HOOK collided approaching the home turn. JUST HER BEST checked off the heels of APPLIED on the home turn. LINGARD checked off the heels of JUST HER BEST on the home turn. LINGARD raced wide on the home turn.

Race 4 - Grade 6/Country/297 - Grade 6 - 2:32 PM
(297M): LADY ZEWLEGER & KARMA TRAIN began quickly. HE’S DECISION began slowly. HE’S DECISION & BELLA BOMB collided soon after the start. SUNSET MOSCHINO checked off the heels of TEGAN ROSE soon after the start. TEGAN ROSE & KARMA TRAIN collided on the first turn. TEGAN ROSE & SANSA MONELLI collided on the first turn. WAYNE'S ROCKET, TEGAN ROSE & KARMA TRAIN collided on the first turn. HE’S DECISION & BELLA BOMB collided on the first turn. SUNSET MOSCHINO & TEGAN ROSE collided on the first turn. HE’S DECISION & LADY ZELLWEGER collided approaching the home turn. BELLA BOMB & LADY ZELLWEGER collided on the home turn.

Race 5 - Mixed 5/6/Country/509 - Mixed 5/6 - 2:47 PM
RAPPA FLASH began quickly. NAPOLEON BOY began slowly. WISE RHONDA & COSTLY GIRL collided soon after the start. COSTLY GIRL checked off the heels of WISE RHONDA on the first turn. NOTHING TO PROVE & FANTASTIC JOEY collided on the first turn, FANTASTIC JOEY lost ground. NAPOLEON BOY checked off the heels of COSTLY GIRL on the second turn. NAPOLEON BOY & COSTLY GIRL collided in the back straight.

Race 6 - Free For All (s)/Country/509 - Free For All (s) - 3:06 PM
(509M): ROCKHOLD began quickly. FERNANDO STEALTH began slowly. SHAWSY & FERNANDO STEALTH collided soon after the start. SHAWSY & IRONBARK LASS collided soon after the start. MOMENT TO JIVE & FERNANDO STEALTH collided on the first turn. FERNANDO STEALTH & IRONBARK LASS collided on the third turn.

Race 7 - Novice/Country/509 - Novice - 3:27 PM
(509M): FREDDY BE COOL, MARCIAL & CASTIEL’S MAGIC collided soon after the start. MARCIAL checked off the heels of CASTIEL’S MAGIC on the first turn. MAXIMUM MAGIC, SPIRIT OF PAT & CASTIEL’S MAGIC collided on the first turn. FREDDY BE COOL checked off the heels of MARCIAL on the first turn. CASTIEL’S MAGIC shifted out, raced ungenerously and collided with FREDDY BE COOL on the first turn and under R71 has been placed on a field satisfactory trial. CASTIEL’S MAGIC checked off the heels of FREDDY BE COOL in the home straight.

SPIRIT OF PAT was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported. A post race veterinary examination revealed that CASTIEL’S MAGIC had a Left Hindleg Quadricep Injury and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 8 - Mixed 5/6/Country/297 - Mixed 5/6 - 3:44 PM
(297M): MAGIC BRANDI, Ezy DOLLARS & TANGO DANCER began quickly. CANYA FAB & TAVATA began slowly. CANYA FAB & JOE MAN collided soon after the start. AYSUM BLACK & VEIL SUCCESSOR collided soon after the start. AYSUM BLACK & VEIL SUCCESSOR collided approaching the first turn, AYSUM BLACK lost ground. AYSUM BLACK & JOE MAN collided approaching the first turn, both lost ground. TANGO DANCER & CANYA FAB collided on the first turn. TANGO DANCER checked off the heels of Ezy DOLLARS approaching the home turn.

Race 9 - Grade 5 (mid Dist)/Country/588 - Grade 5 (mid Dist) - 4:04 PM
(588M): ZAMAZAN, ZIPPING MILLY & BERYLLIUM began quickly. Koondooola MAN began slowly. PROJECTILE, JUMP IN LINE & QUARA’S ZADE collided soon after the start. ZAMAZAN & ZIPPING MILLY collided approaching the first turn. PROJECTILE & QUARA’S ZADE collided approaching the first turn. ZIPPING MILLY & BERYLLIUM collided approaching the second turn. JUMP IN LINE checked off the heels of BERYLLIUM then shifted out and raced very wide on the second turn. ZIPPING MILLY checked off the heels of BERYLLIUM on the second turn. ZIPPING MILLY & QUARA’S ZADE collided approaching the fourth turn, ZIPPING MILLY fell. KOONDOOLA MAN checked off the heels of PROJECTILE on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that ZIPPING MILLY had a Right Foreleg Biceps Brachii Injury and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 10 - Grade 4/Country/297 - Grade 4 - 4:26 PM
(297M): Cecil BENZ began quickly. JET FLYER began slowly. TIGER KEEPING & WINLOCK TABATHA collided soon after the start. SIMPLY READY & WINLOCK TABATHA collided approaching the first turn, SIMPLY READY lost ground. QUARA’S BETH & MOLLY MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. QUARA’S BETH & MOLLY MONELLI collided on the first turn. JET FLYER checked off the heels of MOLLY MONELLI and collided with SIMPLY READY on the first turn. QUARA’S BETH & MOLLY MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. QUARA’S BETH & MOLLY MONELLI collided on the home turn.

Race 11 - Grade 5/Country/509 - Grade 5 - 4:51 PM
(509M): SCARLET BLU BOY, RANSOME THE OPAL, FREAK ON KNEE & LOTTIE DENO began quickly. DASHING DYSON began slowly. LOTTIE DENO & GALINA REZNIKOV collided soon after the start. YADA YADA & GALINA REZNIKOV collided soon after the start, YADA YADA lost ground. SCARLET BLU BOY checked off the heels of RANSOME THE OPAL soon after the start. FREAK ON KNEE & LOTTIE DENO collided soon after the start. RANSOME THE OPAL & FREAK ON KNEE collided approaching the first turn. RANSOME THE OPAL, FREAK ON KNEE, LOTTIE DENO, GALINA REZNIKOV & DASHING DYSON collided approaching the first turn, LOTTIE DENO fell, GALINA REZNIKOV fell and failed to finish and under R71 has been placed on a solo satisfactory trial. DASHING DYSON galloped on the heels of GALINA REZNIKOV first turn. DASHING DYSON shifted out and raced very wide first turn. SCARLET BLU BOY & RANSOME THE OPAL collided on the second turn. YADA YADA checked off the heels of SCARLET BLU BOY in the home straight.

LOTTIE DENO was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported. A post race veterinary examination revealed that GALINA REZNIKOV had a Left Hindleg Gluteals Injury and has been stood down for 21 days.

**Race 12 - Free For All (s)/Country/297 - Free For All (s) - 5:12 PM**

(297M): SIN CITY BOY began slowly. ORIENTAL OWEN, KABAL, VEE BEE MATE & TYLER KEEPING collided soon after the start, KABAL lost ground. KAOS BE COOL & ORIENTAL OWEN collided approaching the first turn. SIN CITY BOY & VEE BEE MATE collided approaching the first turn. VEE BEE MATE galloped on the heels of ORIENTAL OWEN on the first turn, VEE BEE MATE lost ground.

FINAL.